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LONDON: British leadership favorite Boris Johnson won
the endorsement of a key Brexit-backing rival yesterday
despite accusations he was softening his rhetoric on
leaving the EU. Ahead of another round of voting among
Conservative MPs, former Brexit secretary Dominic
Raab said Johnson was the “only candidate” who would
take Britain out of the European Union as planned on
October 31.

On Tuesday, Raab was eliminated from the contest to
replace Theresa May as the leader of the governing
Conservative Party and therefore as prime minister, leaving
five candidates standing. One of them will be eliminated in
another ballot later, before further votes today to whittle
the field down to a final pair. Former foreign minister
Johnson is leading the pack after securing the support of
126 of the 313 Conservative MPs in Tuesday’s ballot.

A figurehead of the 2016 referendum campaign for
Brexit, he insists there must be no more delays to Britain’s
EU exit, after May postponed it twice. During a television
debate on Tuesday, watched by an average 5.3 million
viewers, Johnson said further delay would cause a “cata-
strophic loss of confidence in politics”. But he declined to
guarantee this would happen - and one of his main rivals,
Foreign Secretary Jeremy Hunt, suggested afterwards that
his position was not clear. “I am not entirely sure what he
believes on this,” Hunt told BBC radio.

Johnson keeps low profile 
Hunt came second in Tuesday’s ballot with 46 votes,

followed by Environment Secretary Michael Gove - anoth-
er leader of the 2016 Brexit campaign - on 41.
International Development Secretary Rory Stewart, the
only candidate to rule out leaving the EU with no deal,

continued his unlikely progress with 37 votes. Sajid Javid,
Britain’s first Muslim interior minister, scraped through
with 33 votes - the minimum to avoid elimination - while
Raab fell short with 30. Raab was viewed as the candidate
with the most hardline policy on Brexit, even suggesting
he could suspend the session of parliament if it tried to
block “no deal”.

Stewart said yesterday that he was in talks with Gove
about joining forces. Tuesday’s BBC debate was the first
of the campaign to feature Johnson, who dodged a previ-
ous one on Sunday and has kept his public and media
appearances to a minimum. But none of the candidates
made any major headway or gaffes, and Johnson remains
the runaway favorite. Opposition leaders yesterday tar-
geted the front-runner’s past comments, with the Scottish
National Party’s leader in parliament Ian Blackford telling
MPs: “not only is the member racist, he is stoking division
in communities.”

Johnson’s most uncomfortable moment in Tuesday’s
debate came when, following up a question from a British
imam, he was challenged over his description of Muslim
women wearing burkas as looking like “letter boxes”, in a
2018 article against banning the full face veil. But the BBC
was later forced to explain its vetting process after the
imam was found to have posted allegedly anti-Semitic
messages on his Twitter page.

‘None of us want no deal’ 
After Conservative MPs whittle them down to two can-

didates by the end of today, the final pair will be put to a
ballot of 160,000 party members, with the winner taking
over in Downing Street likely in late July. May stepped down
last month over her failure to deliver Brexit on time,

although she remains prime minister until her successor is
chosen. She struck an exit deal with Brussels last November,
but failed three times to get it through parliament’s lower
House of Commons. All the candidates except Stewart insist
they can renegotiate the text with the EU - despite repeat-
ed warnings from Brussels that it will not do this.

Stewart wants to try again to get the deal agreed with
Brussels through parliament, but the others warn that

without a change, Britain must be ready to leave with no
deal at all. Johnson said in Tuesday’s debate: “None of us
wants a no-deal outcome. “We are going to make sure we
come out on terms that protect the UK and protect the EU
as well.” Both Hunt and Gove repeated that a further delay
might be required if a Brexit deal was within reach. But
Javid said it was “fundamental” to get out by the new
deadline no matter what. — AFP 

Johnson fends off dwindling 
British PM rivals in TV debate

Boris Johnson wins key Brexit backing in leadership race

News in brief

Drones close airport runway 

SINGAPORE: Singapore’s main airport temporarily
closed a runway after drones were spotted in the area,
causing dozens of flights to be delayed, authorities said
yesterday. It is the latest case of unmanned aerial
devices causing disruption at a major airport after thou-
sands of passengers were affected when drone sight-
ings forced the closure of Britain’s Gatwick Airport last
year. Changi Airport, one of Asia’s busiest hubs, closed
one of its two runways for short periods from late
Tuesday into yesterday after the drone sightings, the
Civil Aviation Authority of Singapore said. About 37
flights were delayed and one arriving in Singapore was
diverted to neighboring Malaysia, the agency said.
Authorities have launched an investigation. It is against
the law in Singapore to fly a drone within five kilome-
ters of an airport without a permit, the Straits Times
newspaper reported. — AFP 

Spain busts ‘Qaeda gang’ 

MADRID: Spanish police yesterday detained 10 nation-
als of Syrian origin accused of financing “Al Qaeda ter-
rorist militia” in Syria, the interior ministry and a source
close to the probe said. With Europol’s collaboration,
more than 350 agents took part in an operation in
Madrid, further south in Toledo and the eastern
province of Valencia. Fourteen homes and other premis-
es were searched by officers. The source, who refused
to be named, said the detainees were Spanish of Syrian
origin. “The organization was led by a family clan that
for years allegedly used a legal business structure to
hide illicit operations with which they evaded tax
authorities and laundered large amounts of money,” the
ministry said in a statement. “The detainees allegedly
took away money from each legal operation, substitut-
ing the real amount of the operation in the receipt with
another lower value amount,” it said. — AFP 

Addis Ababa to ban motorbikes 

ADDIS ABABA: Ethiopia’s capital Addis Ababa plans to
ban motorcycles in the city from July in a bid to curb a
spree of muggings and robberies, local authorities said
yesterday. Addis Ababa Mayor Takele Uma said motor-
bikes had been used in recent crimes and the city would
prohibit them from July 7 though people using bikes for
business may be exempt. “Exceptions will be made to
those conducting licensed businesses with motorcycles
as well as those who use motorcycles as postal carriers
and motorcycles affiliated to embassies,” the mayor told
journalists. Addis Ababa, a city of an estimated five mil-
lion, is generally considered safe for residents and for-
eigners. But a growing number of violent crimes involv-
ing suspects on motorbikes or in cars has caused alarm.
The mayor said the proposed ban came after a study of
criminal activities in the city found a significant number
were carried out using motorcycles. — AFP 

Egypt blasts UN over Morsi 

CAIRO: Egypt accused the United Nations yesterday of
seeking to “politicize” the death of the country’s first
democratically elected president Mohamed Morsi by
calling for an “independent inquiry”. Foreign ministry
spokesman Ahmed Hafez said he condemned “in the
strongest terms” the call by the spokesman for the UN
High Commissioner for Human Rights, Rupert Colville,
for an independent investigation into Morsi’s death
during a court hearing on Monday. Hafez said it was a
“deliberate attempt to politicize a case of natural
death.” Colville called Tuesday for a probe into
whether the conditions Morsi faced during his nearly
six years in custody had contributed to his death. “Any
sudden death in custody must be followed by a prompt,
impartial, thorough and transparent investigation car-
ried out by an independent body to clarify the cause of
death,” he said. — AFP 

LONDON: Britain’s International Development Secretary Rory Stewart, a contender for the Conservative Party
leadership, talks with members of the media as he leaves the Millbank televsions studios in London. — AFP

Trump threat to 
deport ‘millions’ 
sparks firestorm
WASHINGTON: Donald Trump’s threat to begin deporting
“millions of illegal aliens” next week triggered heated rhet-
oric Tuesday on both sides of America’s political divide,
with Democrats warning the US president was fear-mon-
gering ahead of his reelection campaign launch. Liberal
lawmaker Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez went so far as to
accuse the Trump administration of operating “concentra-
tion camps” at the border, where a surge of migrants has all
but overwhelmed US officials’ capacity to detain them.

Trump vowed to have US Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) arrest and remove undocumented
migrants “as fast as they come in” - a move that could dis-
rupt thousands of families. The comment thrusts the con-
troversial issue to the fore as the Republican leader and his
Democratic rivals ramp up their 2020 presidential cam-
paigns. The US is facing a surge in migrant arrivals from
several Central American countries plagued by gang vio-
lence and poverty.

The numbers have smothered US authorities’ abilities
to temporarily shelter and process them. Trump has called
it “an invasion,” and has made the fight against illegal
migration a central plank of his administration. The timing
of his tweets, the night before kicking off his reelection

campaign at what promised to be a rollicking Tuesday
evening rally in Orlando, Florida, strongly suggests he is
highlighting it as a theme of his 2020 bid.

Democratic ire 
Several Democrats, including those seeking to chal-

lenge Trump for the Oval Office, lobbed criticism at his
comments and accused him of pandering to his conserva-
tive base. House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, Trump’s chief
Democratic rival in Congress, blasted the threat as “an act
of utter malice and bigotry, designed solely to inject fear in
our communities.” Former San Antonio mayor Julian
Castro, the only Latino in the presidential race, accused
Trump of “spewing racist lies and fear mongering about
immigrants.” And candidate Senator Kamala Harris said
Trump’s threat could result in “a shameful stain” on the
country. Ocasio-Cortez sparked ferocious criticism from
Republicans when she equated US actions on the border
with Nazis rounding up Jews and others in the 1930s.

“The fact that concentration camps are now an institu-
tionalized practice in the home of the free is extraordinari-
ly disturbing, and we need to do something about it,” she
said, as she denounced Trump’s “authoritarian and fascist
presidency.” She faced a swift rebuke by the third-ranking
House Republican Liz Cheney, who urged her Democratic
colleague to learn about the six million Jews exterminated
in the Holocaust. “You demean their memory and disgrace
yourself,” Cheney tweeted.

‘Political bluster?’
An estimated 10.5 million unauthorized immigrants are

living in the United States, according to the Pew Research

Center. With US lawmakers and the White House failing to
reach agreement on how to stem unauthorized immigra-
tion, the contentious issue has simmered.

Amid the squabbling, spiking arrival numbers at the US
border with Mexico have threatened to spark a full-blown
emergency. Migrant apprehensions soared to 144,000,
including 57,000 minors, in May - the highest number in
13 years. Congress has authorized ICE to detain 40,000
migrants, and many others are sent to other overcrowded
facilities across the nation. The Trump administration is
demanding billions of extra dollars from lawmakers to
address the problem.

“This is a humanitarian crisis of gargantuan propor-
tions. It needs to be dealt with,” warned Senate Majority
Leader Mitch McConnell, as he urged Democrats cooper-
ate with Republicans on extra funding. The migrant surge
has enraged Trump. This month, he used the threat of
another trade war to pressure Mexico into doing more to
stem the tide. And on Monday, his administration said it
would offer no more aid to El Salvador, Guatemala and
Honduras unless they take “concrete actions” to deter
undocumented migrants bound for the US.

Jorge Loweree - the policy director at the American
Immigration Council, which seeks a more just immigration
system - called Trump’s hardened deportation threat
“political bluster” that could devastate millions of families
with an undocumented parent, but would do little to
address the border crisis. Deportations have increased
steadily - up 13 percent in fiscal year 2018 from the previ-
ous year, according to ICE. The agency said it deported
256,086 people in the 2018 fiscal year, most of them con-
victed criminals. — AFP 

38 killed in
attacks on 
Mali villages
BAMAKO: Thirty-eight people were killed
and many others wounded in attacks on
two ethnic Dogon villages in central Mali,
the government said yesterday, in the latest
in a cycle of violence in the volatile Sahel
country. No group immediately claimed
responsibility for Monday’s attacks but
Mali has seen a spate of massacres this
year between ethnic Dogon and Fulani
communities. “The terrorist attacks on
Monday evening targeted the villages of
Gangafani and Yoro... not far from the bor-
der with Burkina Faso. The official provi-
sional toll is 38 dead and numerous people
wounded,” the Malian government said in a
statement.

“Defence and security forces have been
dispatched to the location to protect the
population and their property and to track
down the assailants of these attacks,” the
statement added, revising upwards an ear-
lier toll of 14 dead. Goundjou Poudiougou,
a local community official, said around a
dozen bodies had been counted in both
villages. “They are terrorists because they
killed and then disembowelled some bodies
and burned crops,” Poudiougou said.

Earlier this month, a massacre on anoth-
er Dogon village, Sobane Da, killed 35
people, stirring fears of tit-for-tat attacks
in a region with an ethnic patchwork. “This

time is the same as Sobane Da: People and
animals targeted,” said Adama Dionko, a
spokesman for Mali’s Dogon association.
“We demand the state give us more securi-
ty.” Mali’s armed forces also reported, on
Twitter, that an army patrol Tuesday was
ambushed at Gossi in the north of the
country and suffered both “human and
material losses”.

Cycle of violence
President Ibrahim Boubacar Keita has

appealed for an end to the revenge attacks
after he visited the site of the Sobane Da
massacre. But despite military help from
France and the United Nations, Mali’s gov-
ernment is struggling to calm violence that
began in the north of the country in 2012,
sparked by radical Islamist and Tuareg
militias. Earlier this year, in the bloodiest
raid, 160 Fulani were killed in an attack on
a village by suspected militiamen from a
rival ethnic group. Ethnic violence in cen-
tral Mali surged after a predominantly
Fulani jihadist group led by preacher
Amadou Koufa emerged in 2015.

The UN peacekeeping mission in Mali,
MINUSMA, said in May it had recorded
nearly 500 deaths in attacks on Fulanis in
the central regions of Mopti and Segou
since January 2018. Armed Fulanis caused
63 deaths among civilians in the Mopti
region over the same period, it said. The
Fulani are primarily cattle breeders and
traders, while the Bambara and Dogon
ethic groups are traditionally sedentary
farmers. Unrest in the central region
coincides with an ongoing jihadist cam-
paign that the Mali government is strug-
gling to contain. — AFP 

PARIS: European financial leaders on
Tuesday vowed vigilance after Facebook
announced it was diving into the cryp-
tocurrency market, as analysts warned the
social media giant could face major regula-
tory questions. French Finance Minister
Bruno Le Maire, whose government initiat-
ed a new tax on digital giants like
Facebook that has angered the United
States, said such digital money could never
replace sovereign currencies of govern-
ments and insisted Facebook’s plan
required guarantees.

Bank of England Governor Mark
Carney said Facebook’s new currency
would have to withstand scrutiny of its
operational resilience and not allow itself
to be used for money laundering or terror
financing. Facebook and some two dozen
partners on Tuesday released a prototype
of a cryptocurrency called Libra, whose
rollout as global digital money is expected
next year. “If Facebook wants to create an
instrument for transactions, why not? But
there is no question that this can become a
sovereign currency,” Le Maire told Europe
1 radio, saying a “limit” had to be set.

“It cannot and must not become a sover-
eign currency, with all of attributes of a
currency”, such as the capacity to issue
sovereign debt and serve as a reserve cur-
rency. “The aspect of sovereignty must stay
in the hands of states and not private com-
panies which respond to private interests,”
Le Maire added. There need to be “guaran-
tees” so that “this transaction instrument is
not misused, for example, for the financing
of terrorism or illicit activities,” he said.

‘Not open door’ 
With France currently holds the G7

presidency, Le Maire said he had asked the
group’s central bank governors to prepare
a report by mid-July to lay out the guaran-
tees required from cryptocurrencies.
Speaking in Portugal, Carney echoed Le
Maire’s concerns, saying the new cryp-
tocurrency would require the strictest reg-
ulation. “Anything that works in this world
will become instantly systemic and will
have to be subject to the highest standards
of regulation,” Carney said, Bloomberg

reported. “So open mind, but not open
door,” he said, Libra will be introduced in
the wake of other cryptocurrencies such as
bitcoin but aims to avoid the roller-coaster
valuations that have attracted speculation
and caused ruin. Cathy Mulligan, a cryp-
tocurrency expert at London’s Imperial
College, said Facebook faced a huge chal-
lenge to win regulatory approval for such a
service in its markets. “Financial services
operators act to protect consumers first —
this is not something that Facebook are
known for so we can expect difficulties for
them,” she told AFP.

Mulligan said that if Facebook wished to act
like a “nation state” it would have to expect
“governments to react quite strongly”. She
added given that Facebook has no track
record in fiscal and monetary policy, “we can
expect regulators to take a strong approach
to this.” Le Maire’s comments are likely to
resonate with EU counterparts, who have
been keeping a wary eye on the increasing
domination of the digital giants over citizens’
daily lives. But under President Emmanuel
Macron, France has prided itself on leading
Europe in taking on the digital giants. French
lawmakers this year approved legislation -
dubbed “Gafa” after Google, Amazon,
Facebook and Apple - for a new tax on digi-
tal giants, and a joint commission of the
upper and lower houses of the legislature is
now discussing the final details. — AFP

SANGHA, Mali: Officials and residents stand near freshly dug graves in the Dogon village
of Sobane-Kou, near Sangha, after an attack that killed over 100 ethnic Dogon. — AFP 

Europeans wary as Facebook 
takes up cryptocurrency challenge

WASHINGTON: iPhone displays the Facebook
app’s screen in Washington, DC. Facebook is
leaping into the world of cryptocurrency
with its own digital money, designed to let
people save, send or spend money as easily
as firing off text messages. — AFP 


